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Abstract
Imputing missing values in high dimensional time-series is a difficult problem. This paper presents
a strategy for training energy-based graphical models for imputation directly, bypassing difficulties probabilistic approaches would face. The training strategy is inspired by recent work on
optimization-based learning (Domke, 2012) and allows complex neural models with convolutional
and recurrent structures to be trained for imputation tasks. In this work, we use this training strategy to derive learning rules for three substantially different neural architectures. Inference in these
models is done by either truncated gradient descent or variational mean-field iterations. In our
experiments, we found that the training methods outperform the Contrastive Divergence learning
algorithm. Moreover, the training methods can easily handle missing values in the training data itself during learning. We demonstrate the performance of this learning scheme and the three models
we introduce on one artificial and two real-world data sets.
Keywords: neural networks, energy-based models, time-series, missing values, optimization

1. Introduction
Many interesting data sets in fields like meteorology, finance, and physics, are high dimensional
time-series. High dimensional time-series are also used in applications like speech recognition,
motion capture and handwriting recognition. To make optimal use of such data, it is often necessary
to impute missing values. Missing values can for example occur due to noise or malfunctioning
sensors. Unfortunately, imputing missing values can be a very challenging task when the time
series of interest are generated by complex non-linear processes.
Simple techniques like nearest neighbour interpolation treat the data as independent and ignore
temporal dependencies. Linear, polynomial and spline-based interpolation techniques tend to fail
when variables are missing for extended periods of time. It appears that more complicated models
are needed to make good predictions about missing values in high dimensional time-series.
Given a set of observed variables, one can try to define a function that returns a set of predictions
for the values that are missing. Models of this type belong to the discriminative family and are for
example linear regression, support vector machines and multi-layer perceptrons (Bishop, 2006).
Neural networks are interesting candidates for time-series tasks because their connection structure
can be designed to capture prior beliefs about the temporal dependencies. Examples of neural
networks that are able to deal with temporal sequences are recurrent neural networks and onec 2013 Philémon Brakel, Dirk Stroobandt and Benjamin Schrauwen.
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dimensional convolutional neural networks (Waibel et al., 1989). However, most models of the
discriminative type assume that the ordering of known and unknown variables is fixed. It is not
always clear how to use them if a variable that was known for one data point has to be predicted for
another and vice versa.
Nonetheless, there has been some work on training neural networks for missing value recovery
in a discriminative way. Nelwamondo et al. (2007) trained autoencoder neural networks to impute
missing values in non-temporal data. They used genetic algorithms to insert missing values that
maximized the performance of the network. Unfortunately it is not straightforward to apply this
method to high dimensional time-series as the required models would be too large for genetic algorithms to remain computationally feasible. Gupta and Lam (1996) trained neural networks for
missing value imputation by using some of the input dimensions as input and the remaining ones
as output. This requires many neural networks to be trained and limits the available datapoints for
each network to those without any missing input dimensions. This method is especially difficult
to apply to high dimensional data with many missing dimensions. Convolutional neural networks
have been trained to restore images (Jain et al., 2007) in a supervised way but in that work the task
was not to impute missing values but to undo the effects of a contaminating process in a way that is
more similar to denoising.
At first sight, generative models appear to be a more natural approach to deal with missing values. Probabilistic graphical models (Koller and Friedman, 2009) have often been used to model
time-series. Examples of probabilistic graphical models for time-series are Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) and linear dynamical systems. For simple tractable models like these, conditional probabilities can be computed analytically. Unfortunately, these simple models have trouble with the long
range dependencies and nonlinear structures in many of the more interesting data sets. HMMs have
trouble modelling data that is the result of multiple underlying processes because only a single hidden state variable is used. The number of states that is required to model information about the past,
grows exponentially as a function of the number of bits to represent. More complicated directed
graphical models often suffer from the so-called explaining away phenomenon (Pearl, 1988).
Undirected graphical models (also known as Markov Random Fields) have been used as well
but tend to be intractable. An example of an intractable model for high dimensional non-linear time
series is the Conditional Restricted Boltzmann Machines (CRBMs; Taylor et al. 2007), which was
used to reconstruct motion capture data.
There are some less conventional approaches to model nonlinear time series in a generative way
as well. A combination of the EM algorithm and the Extended Kalman Smoother can be used to train
certain classes of nonlinear dynamical systems (Ghahramani and Roweis, 1999). The difficulty with
this approach is that fixed radial basis functions need to be used for approximating the nonlinearities
to keep the model tractable. It is not clear how these would scale to higher dimensional state spaces
where radial basis functions become exponentially less effective.
Non-parametric models like the Gaussian process latent variable model (Lawrence, 2003) have
also been used to develop models for sequential tasks like synthesizing and imputing human motion
capture data. A continuation of this work is the Gaussian Process Dynamical Model (Wang et al.,
2008). While models of this type tend to display nice generalization properties for small data
sets, their application to larger data sets is limited because of the need to invert a great number
of kernel matrices that grow cubicly with the number of data points. There has been some work on
improving the computational efficiency of these models by introducing sparsity (Lawrence, 2007)
but parametric graphical models tend to remain more practical for larger data sets.
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We argue that while graphical models are a natural approach to time-series modelling, training
them probabilistically is not always the best strategy when the goal is to use them for missing value
imputation, especially if the model is intractable. The energy-based framework (LeCun and Huang,
2005; LeCun et al., 2006) permits a discriminative view of graphical models that has a couple of
advantages over maximum likelihood learning, especially for a task like missing-value imputation.
• By trying to model the whole joint distribution of a data set, a large part of the flexibility
of generative models is used to capture relationships that might not be necessary for the
task of interest. A model might put too much effort into assigning low likelihoods to types
of data that are very different to the patterns of observed values that will be encountered
during the imputation task. An energy model with a deterministic inference method can make
predictions that are directly optimized for the task of interest itself.
Let’s for example take an image inpainting task where it is known that the corruption often
occurs in the form of large gaps of neighbouring pixels that are missing. In this case, no
information from neighbouring values can be used to reconstruct the missing values in the
center of a gap. A generative model might have put too much emphasis on the correlations
between neighbouring pixels and not be able to efficiently use non-local information. A
model that has been trained discriminatively to deal with this type of data corruption would
not have this problem. Its parameters have only been optimized to learn the correlations that
were relevant for the task without trying to learn the entire distribution over the data.
• Since the normalization constant of many generative models is intractable, inference needs to
be done with methods like sampling or variational inference. Deterministic models circumvent this problem.
• Training is intractable as well for many generative graphical models and the design of algorithms that approximate maximum likelihood learning well is still an active area of research (Hyvärinen, 2005; Tieleman, 2008; Tieleman and Hinton, 2009; Desjardins et al.,
2010; Brakel et al., 2012). Some of the popular training algorithms like Contrastive Divergence only work well if it is easy to obtain samples from certain groups of the variables in
the model.
There are some generative architectures that can handle sequential data with non-linear dependencies. Certain types of Dynamical Factor Graphs (Mirowski and LeCun, 2009) are still tractable
when the energy function is designed in such a way that the partition function is remains constant.
Another tractable non-linear dynamical system is based on a combination of a recurrent neural network and the neural autoregressive distribution estimator (Larochelle and Murray, 2011; BoulangerLewandowski et al., 2012). We will discuss Dynamical Factor Graphs and the generative recurrent
neural network model in more detail in Section 7.1 and compare our models with a version of the
latter. Overall, however, discriminative energy-based models allow for a broader class of possible
models to be applied to missing value imputation while maintaining tractability.
The idea of training Markov Random Fields in a discriminative way by using a simple deterministic inference procedure is not new and has been used in image and natural language processing. In
image processing, the inpainting (Bertalmı́o et al., 2000) or denoising (Barbu, 2009) of pictures are
thoroughly studied problems. Barbu (2009) proposed Active Random Fields for denoising images.
Active random fields are Fields of Experts (Roth and Black, 2005) that are trained by doing inference with a couple of iterations of gradient descent. The model parameters are optimized to make
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the gradient descent inference procedure more efficient. In a more recent paper (Domke, 2012),
this approach was extended to more advanced optimization methods like heavy ball (Polyak, 1964)
and BFGS. In a similar fashion, gradients have been computed through message passing to train
Conditional Random Fields more efficiently (Domke, 2011; Stoyanov et al., 2011). In this paper,
we extend their approaches to models for time-series and missing value imputation. To our knowledge, models that were used for image inpainting were either trained in a probabilistic way, or to do
denoising. We show that models can be trained for imputation directly and that the approach is not
limited to gradient based optimization. It can also be applied to models for which inference is done
using the mean-field method. Furthermore, we also show that quite complex models with recurrent
dependencies, that would be very difficult to train as probabilistic models, can be learned this way.
The first model we propose is based on a convolution over the data that is coupled to a set of
hidden variables. The second model is a recurrent neural network that is coupled to a set of hidden
variables as well. In both of these models, inference is done with gradient descent. The third model
is a Markov Random Field with distributed hidden state representations for which the inference
procedure consists of mean-field iterations.
1.1 Training for Missing Value Imputation
Given a sequence V, represented as a matrix of data vectors {v1 , · · · , vT }, let Ω be the set of tuples
of indices (i, j) that point to elements of data vectors that have been labelled as missing. For realvalued data, a sound error function to minimize, is the sum of squared errors between the values we
predicted V̂ and the actual values V:
L=

1
(Vi j − V̂i j )2 .
2 (i,∑
j)∈Ω

Note that this loss function is only defined for a single data sequence. Since Ω will be sampled
from some distribution, the actual objective that is minimized during training is the expectation of
the sum squared error under a distribution over the missing values as defined for Ndata sequences by
O=

2
1 Ndata
P(Ω) ∑ V(n)i j − V̂(n)i j .
∑
∑
2 n=1 Ω
(i, j)∈Ω

(1)

All our models will be trained to minimize this objective.
The selection of P(Ω) during training is task dependent and should reflect prior knowledge
about the structure of the missing values. If it is known that missing values occur over multiple
adjacent time steps for example, this can be reflected in the choice of P(Ω). For tasks that contain
missing values due to malfunctioning sensors or asynchronous sampling rates, this is pattern likely
to be present. We expect that a good choice of P(Ω) is important but that the objective is robust to
P(Ω) being somewhat imprecise.
1.2 Energy-Based Models and Optimization Based Learning
The models in this paper are inspired by the energy-based framework (LeCun et al., 2006). An
Energy-Based Model (EBM) defines a function E(·) that maps a set of observations V to an energy
value. This energy value represents a measure of the ‘goodness’ of a configuration of the input
variables. Most models for regression and classification can be seen as energy models. For a
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classifier for example, the variables might be the pixels of an image and a binary class label. A well
trained model should assign a lower energy to the image when it is combined with the correct class
label than when it is combined with the incorrect one. Inference in energy-based models is done by
minimizing the energy function and predictions are defined as
V̂(i, j)∈Ω ← arg min E(V; θ),

(2)

V(i, j)∈Ω

where θ is the set of model parameters. The set Ω contains the indices of the variables to perform
the minimization over.1
In many cases, one wants to solve the optimization problem in Equation 2 with respect to a
large number of variables and inference is not as simple any more as in the example with the binary
classifier. When the variables of interest are continuous, this optimization problem can be solved
with gradient-based optimization methods (or as we will show coordinate descent) but unfortunately
it can take many iterations to reach the nearest local minimum of the energy function. In this paper,
we use a strategy advocated by Barbu (2009), Domke (2012) and Stoyanov et al. (2011) in which
the optimization algorithm has become part of the model. The optimizer is not necessarily run until
convergence and a prediction is now given by
V̂(i, j)∈Ω ← opt-alg E(V; θ).
V(i, j)∈Ω

To train models of this type and find good values for θ, there will be two levels of optimization
involved. Firstly, inference is done by minimizing the energy function. Subsequently, gradients
with respect to some loss functional are computed through the energy minimization procedure.
These gradients are used to optimize the model parameters θ with a method like stochastic gradient
descent.
Note that the objective function in Equation 1 is defined in terms of the predicted missing variables. A strict adherence to the energy-based learning framework would require us to use a loss
function that is only defined in terms of energy values. Common loss functions for energy-based
learning are the log likelihood, the generalized perceptron rule and functions that maximize a margin between the energy values of the desired and undesired configurations of variables (LeCun and
Huang, 2005). Most of those loss functions contain a contrastive term that requires one to identify
some specific ‘most offending’ points in the energy landscape that may be difficult to find when the
energy landscape is non-convex. The method we chose to use essentially circumvents this problem
by transforming the loss into one for which the contrastive term is analytically tractable.
To model complex processes, it is common practice to introduce latent or ‘hidden’ variables
that represent interactions between the observed variables. This leads to an energy function of the
form E(V, H), where H are the hidden variables, which need to be marginalized out to obtain the
energy value for V. To discriminate between the value E(V, H) and the sometimes intractable value
E(V) we will refer to the former as the energy and the latter as the free energy. This summation
(or integration) over hidden variables can be greatly simplified by designing models such that the
hidden variables are conditionally independent given an observation. A model that satisfies this
independence condition is the Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) (Freund and Haussler, 1994;
Hinton, 2002), which is often used to build deep belief networks (Hinton et al., 2006).
1. We used Ω again to signify the search space to clarify the role the missing values will play later on.
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The first two models we will describe have a tractable free energy function E(V) and we chose
to use gradient descent to optimize it. The third model has no tractable free energy E(V) and we
chose to use coordinate descent to optimize a variational bound on the free energy instead.

2. The Convolutional Energy-Based Model
We will call the first model the Convolutional Energy-Based Model (CEBM). The CEBM has an
energy function that is defined as a one dimensional convolution over a sequence of data combined
with a quadratic term and is given by

T 
kvt − bv k2
T
T
E(V, H) = ∑
(3)
− ht gconv (V,t; W) − ht bh ,
2σ2
t=1
where bv is a vector with biases for the visible units and H is a set of binary hidden units. The
function gconv (·) is defined by
gconv (V,t; W) = W[vt−k ⊕ · · · ⊕ vt ⊕ · · · ⊕ vt+k ],
for k < t < T − k and equal to zero for all other values of t. The matrix W contains trainable connection weights and the operator ⊕ signifies concatenation. The value k determines the number of time
frames that each hidden unit is a function of and σ is a parameter for the standard-deviation of the
visible variables which will be assumed to be 1 in all experiments. The set of trainable parameters
is given by θ = {W, bv , bh }. This model has the same energy function as the convolutional RBM
(Lee et al., 2009) and the main difference is the way training and inference are done. See Fig. 1a for
a graphical representation of the convolutional architecture.
The motivation behind this energy function is similar to that of regular RBM models. While
correlations between the visible units are not directly parametrized, the hidden variables allow these
correlations to be modelled implicitly. When they are not observed, they introduce dependencies
among the visible units. The quadratic visual bias term serves a similar role to that of the mean of a
Gaussian distribution and prevents the energy function from being unbounded with respect to V.
To compute the free energy of a sequence V, we have to sum over all possible values of H.
Fortunately, because the hidden units are binary and independent given the output of the function
gconv (·), the total free energy can efficiently be calculated analytically and is given by
!

T

kvt − bv k2
E(V) = ∑
− ∑ log 1 + exp gconv j (V,t; W) + bh
.
(4)
2σ2
t
j
The index j points to the jth hidden unit. See the paper by Freund and Haussler (1994) for a
derivation of the analytical sum over the hidden units in Equation 4.
The gradient of the free-energy function with respect to the function value gconv j (V,t; W) is
given by the negative sigmoid function:

−1
∂E(V)
= − 1 + exp gconv j (V,t; W) + bh
.
∂gconv j (V,t; W)
The chain rule can be used to calculate the derivatives with respect to the input of the network. The
derivative of the free energy with respect to the input variables is defined as
∂gconv (V,t; W) vt − bv
∂E(V)
∂E(V)
=
+
.
∂vt
∂gconv (V,t; W)
∂vt
σ2
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(a) Convolutional structure.

(b) Recurrent structure.

(c) Undirected structure.

Figure 1: The two model structures that are used in this paper. The wavy circles represent the hidden
units, the circles filled with dots the visible units and empty circles represent deterministic
functions. The time dimension runs from the left to the right and each circle represents a
layer of units.

3. The Recurrent Energy-Based Model
The second model we propose in this paper is the Recurrent Energy-Based Model (REBM). In this
model, the energy is based on the dynamics that the data elicit in a non-linear dynamical system. In
this case the non-linear dynamical system is instantiated as a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN).
RNNs are interesting models for time-series because they can process sequences of arbitrary
length. Unlike Hidden Markov Models, RNNs have hidden states that are high dimensional distributed representations of the previous input patterns.
The energy function of the REBM is again defined by Equation 3 but gconv is replaced by
grec (V,t; θRNN ) = Axt + Bvt + br ,
xt = tanh(Cxt−1 + Dvt + bx ) 1 < t ≤ T,
where A, B, C and D are matrices with network connection parameters and br and bx are the bias
vectors of, respectively, the output variables and the hidden state variables X. The total set of
trainable parameters for this model is given by θ = {bh } ∪ θRNN with θRNN = {A, B, C, D, br , bx }.
See Fig. 1b for a graphical representation of the recurrent architecture.
In most situations, predictions by an RNN only depend on the previous input patterns. For the
REBM however, the energy function depends on the full input sequence. This allows predictions to
be based on future observations as well.
This model is similar to the Recurrent Temporal Restricted Boltzmann Machine (Sutskever
et al., 2008) but in our model the units that define the energy are in a separate layer and the visible
variables are not independent given the hidden variables. It is also similar to the Recurrent Neural
Network Restricted Boltzmann Machine (Boulanger-Lewandowski et al., 2012) that will be used as
a baseline in our experiments.
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4. The Discriminative Temporal Boltzmann Machine
The third model is inspired by the work on Deep Boltzmann Machines (Salakhutdinov and Hinton,
2009) and variational inference. In this model, the hidden units are connected over time in a way
that is similar to an undirected version of the factorial Hidden Markov Model (Ghahramani and
Jordan, 1997). Unlike the factorial Hidden Markov Model however, the hidden variables are not just
connected in temporal chains that would be independent given the input (note that this statement
is only true for undirected graphs). In this model, every hidden unit at a certain time step t is
connected to every hidden unit at time t + 1 and time t − 1. This allows the model to use distributed
representations that are highly interconnected. The hidden units are again binary and take values
from {−1, 1}. The energy of the model is defined by the following equation:
T

E(V, H) = ∑
t=1




kvt − bv k2
T
T
T
− ht−1 Wht − ht Avt − ht bh ,
2σ2

where h0 is defined to be 0. Note that this energy function is very similar to Equation 3, but the
convolution has been replaced with a matrix multiplication and there is an additional term that
parametrizes correlations between hidden units at adjacent time steps. The structure of the model is
shown in Fig. 1c. This model can also be seen as a Deep Boltzmann Machine in which every layer
is connected to a different time step of the input sequence. Because this model has the structure of a
Boltzmann Machine time-series model and will be trained in a discriminative way, we will refer to
the model as the Discriminative Temporal Boltzmann Machine (DTBM). This model is very similar
to the one proposed in Williams and Hinton (1991) for discrete data but the way in which we will
train it is very different.
4.1 Inference
Since the hidden units of the DTBM are not independent from each other, we are not able to use
the free energy formulation from Equation 4. Even when values of the visible units are all known,
inference for the hidden units is still intractable. For this reason, we use variational mean-field
to minimize the free energy. Compared to other approximate inference algorithms like loopy belief
propagation, variational mean-field is relatively computationally efficient as the number of messages
to compute is equal to the number of variables rather than their pairwise interactions. In the DTBM
the number of pairwise interactions is very large compared to the actual number of variables.
The mean-field approximation can be motivated with ideas from variational inference. In the
variational inference framework, inference is cast as an optimization problem (Wainwright and Jordan, 2008). Approximations can now be constructed by relaxing the optimization problem in some
way. In the mean-field approach, the optimization is simplified by limiting the set of functions that
are used to approximate the function of interest. For probabilistic models, this often means that a
simple, tractable, distribution is optimized to be as close as possible to the more complicated, intractable distribution. This is done by optimizing a lower bound on the log likelihood. Optimizing
this bound is equivalent to minimization of the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the approximating and target distributions. The simplest way of selecting an approximating distribution, is by
dropping all dependencies between the variables. In other words, the approximating distribution
takes the form of a product of one-dimensional distributions. This is commonly referred to as naive
mean-field.
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In the original training procedure for the Deep Boltzmann Machine (Salakhutdinov and Hinton,
2009), the free energy is replaced by a variational lower-bound on the log likelihood. Given a set of
known variables x and a set of unknown variables y, this bound can be written as
ln p(x) ≥ ∑ q(y|x; u) ln p(x, y) + H (q),
y

where q(·) is an approximating distribution with parameters u and H (·) is the entropy functional.
If the approximating distribution is chosen to be a fully factorized Bernoulli distribution of the
Nh
T
form ∏t=1
q(h jt |u jt ), with q(h jt = 1|u jt ) = 12 (u jt + 1), q(h jt = −1|u jt ) = 21 (1 − u jt ) and Nh
∏ j=1
the number of hidden units, a simple algorithm can be derived that optimizes the set U ∈ (0, 1)Nh ×T
of variational parameters to maximize the bound. While the Deep Boltzmann Machine is originally
trained by approximating the free energy component of the gradient with the variational method and
the term of the gradient that comes from the partition function with sampling methods, we will only
use the variational optimization as our inference algorithm.
Because the distribution will now also be defined over some of the visible units that have been
labelled as missing, the variational distribution is augmented with the appropriate number of onedimensional Gaussian distributions of unit variance of the form q(v|û) = N (v|û, 1). The lower
bound now has the following form:
T

ln p(V\Ω ) ≥ B (Ū) = ∑

−

kvt − bv k2\Ω

t=1

2σ2

T
+ ut−1
Wut + utT bh

kût − bv k2Ω
+ ∑ Aki ukt ûit + ∑ Aki ukt vit
2σ2
k,i∈Ω
k,i6∈Ω
!
Nh 
u jt + 1 u jt + 1 1 − u jt 1 − u jt
−∑
ln
+
ln
2
2
2
2
j=1
−

1
+ Nû ln(2πeσ2 ) − ln Z(θ),
2
where Ω is the set of indices that point to the variables that have been labelled as missing, Nû is the
number of Gaussian variables to predict (i.e., the number of missing values) and Ū is the set of all
mean field parameters U ∪ Û. Note that an upper bound on the free energy is now defined as
E(V\Ω ) ≤ −B (Ū) − ln Z(θ).
Optimizing this bound will lead to values of the variational parameters that approach a mode of the
distribution in a similar way that a minimization of the free energy by means of gradient descent
will. Setting the gradient of this bound with respect to the mean-field parameters to zero, leads to
the following update equations:
ut ← tanh(WT ut+1 + Wut−1 + bh + Aût ),
T

ût ← bv + A ut .

(5)
(6)

Note that only the variables û that correspond to missing values get updated.
Ideally, the variational parameters for the hidden units should be updated in an alternating fashion. The odd units will be mutually independent given the visible variables and the even hidden variables and vice versa. Results about coordinate descent (Bertsekas, 1999) show that the algorithm
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is guaranteed to converge to a local minimum of the free energy surface because every individual
update achieves the unique minimum for that update and the updates are linearly independent.
The model will be trained to make the variational inference updates more efficient for imputation. The naive mean-field iterations will approach a local mode of the distribution and the values of
the parameters û can be directly interpreted as predictions. Note that Salakhutdinov and Larochelle
(2010) proposed a method that hints in this direction by training a separate model to initialize the
mean-field algorithm as well as possible.

5. Computing Loss Gradients
To train the models above, it is necessary to compute the gradient of the loss function with respect
to the parameters. The loss gradients of both the models that use gradient descent inference can be
computed in a similar way. For these models, only the gradient of the energy is different. Since the
DTBM uses a different inference procedure, we describe the computation of its loss gradient in a
separate subsection.
5.1 Backpropagation Through Gradient Descent
To train the models that use gradient descent inference (i.e., the convolutional and recurrent models),
we backpropagated loss gradients through the gradient descent steps like in Domke (2011). Given
an input pattern and a set of indices that point to the missing values, a prediction was first obtained
by doing K steps of gradient descent with step size λ on the free energy. Subsequently, the gradient
of the mean squared error loss L with respect to the parameters was computed by propagating errors
back through the gradient descent steps in holder variables V̄ and θ̄ that in the end contained the
gradient of the error with respect to the input variables and the parameters of the models (we use θ
as a place holder for both the biases and weights of the models). Note that this procedure is similar
to the backpropagation through time procedure for recurrent neural networks. The gradient with
respect to the parameters was used to train the models with stochastic gradient descent. Hence,
the models were trained to improve the predictions that the optimization procedure came up with
directly.
Backpropagation is an application of the chain rule to propagate the error gradient back to the
parameters of interest by multiplication of a series of derivatives. A single gradient descent inference
step over the input variables is given by
V̂k+1 ← V̂k − λ∇V E(V̂k ; θ).

(7)

By application of the chain rule, the gradient of the loss with respect to the parameters θ is given by
K
∂L
∂L ∂V̂k
=∑
.
∂θ k=1 ∂V̂k ∂θ

(8)

Assuming a value of k that is smaller than K − 1 the gradient of the loss with respect to one of the
intermediate states of the variables V̂k is given by
∂L
∂L ∂V̂K
∂V̂k+1
=
···
.
∂V̂k ∂V̂K ∂V̂K−1
∂V̂k
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To propagate errors back we need to know ∂V̂k+1 /∂V̂k . Differentiating Equation 7 with respect to
V gives
∂2 E(V̂k ; θ)
∂V̂k+1
= I−λ
.
∂V∂VT
∂V̂k
Similarly, to complete the computation in Equation 8, we also need to know ∂V̂k+1 /∂θ to propagate
the errors back to the model parameters. This partial derivative is given by
∂2 E(V̂k ; θ)
∂V̂k+1
= −λ
.
∂θ
∂θ∂VT
Since we are using gradients of gradients, we need to compute second order derivatives. Both
of these second order derivatives are matrices that contain a very large number of values but fortunately there are methods to compute their product with an arbitrary vector efficiently (Domke, 2012;
Pearlmutter, 1994). It is never required to explicitly store these values.
One way to compute the product of the second order derivative with a vector is by finite differences using
df
1
v ≈ (f(y + εv) − f(y − εv)) .
T
2ε
dy
2
The error of this approximation is O (ε ). Another way to compute these values is by means of
automated differentiation or the R operator (Pearlmutter, 1994). In software for automated differentiation like Theano (Bergstra et al., 2010), the required products can be computed relatively
efficiently by taking the inner product of the gradient of the energy with respect to the input and
the vector to obtain a new cost value. The automated differentiation software can now be used to
differentiate this new function again with respect to the input and the parameters.
We found that, even when applied recursively for three steps in single precision, the finite differences approximation was very accurate. For the CEBM, the mean squared difference between
the finite differences based loss gradients and the exact gradients was of order 10−3 , while the variance of the gradients was of order 102 . In preliminary experiments, we didn’t see any effect of the
approximation on the actual performance for this model.
Since the finite difference approximation was generally faster than the exact computation of
the second order derivatives, we used it for most of the required quantities. For the REBM we
used finite differences with ε = 10−7 in double precision. For the CEBM we found that automatic
differentiation for the second order derivative with respect to the parameters was faster so for this
quantity we used this method instead of finite differences. The CEBM computations were done on
a GPU so we had to use single precision with ε = 10−4 .
See Algorithm 1 for more details about the backpropagation through gradient descent procedure.
In the algorithm we omitted that all references to the data only concern the missing values to avoid
overly complicated notation.
5.2 Backpropagation Through Mean-Field
Computing error gradients for the mean-field based model is possible by backpropagating errors
through the mean-field updates. Intuitively, this model can be seen as a bi-directional recurrent
neural network with tied weights. The derivatives of the update Equations 5 and 6 are easy to
compute using the derivatives of the hyperbolic tangent function and linear operations:
∂ tanh(Wz)
= WT (1 − tanh(Wz)2 ).
∂z
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Algorithm 1 Compute the error gradient through gradient descent
Initialize V̂0
for k = 0 to K − 1 do
V̂k+1 ← V̂k − λ∇V̂ E(V̂k ; θ)
end for
V̄K ← ∇L(V̂K ) = V̂K − V
θ̄ ← 0
for k = K − 1 to 0 do
2 E(V̂k ;θ)
k+1
θ̄ ← θ̄ − λ ∂ ∂θ∂V
T V̄
2

k

E(V̂ ;θ) k+1
V̄k ← V̄k+1 − λ ∂ ∂V∂V
T V̄
end for
Return ∇θ L = θ̄

✁

✂

✂

✁

✂

Figure 2: Flow of information due to mean-field updates. The numbers represent the separate iterations at which both the hidden units and the unknown visible units are updated.
However, to make it easy to experiment with the number of mean-field iterations, we used automated
differentiation for this.
While the number of gradient descent steps for the convolutional model and the recurrent neural
network model can be very low, the number of mean-field iterations has a more profound influence
on the behavior of the model. This is because the number of mean-field iterations directly determines the amount of context information that is available to guide the prediction of the missing
values. If for example, five iterations of mean-field are used, the activation in the hidden variables at
a certain time frame ht will be influenced by the five frames of visible variables to the left and right
of it and by the known values of vt ; every vector of hidden units now depends on eleven frames of
visible units. So a greater number of mean-field iterations increases the range of the dependencies
the model can capture. This flow of information is displayed for three iterations in Fig. 2.
Using backpropagation through variational optimization updates is referred to as variational
mode learning (Tappen, 2007). In Tappen (2007), Fields of Experts were trained by backpropagating
loss function gradients through variational updates that minimized a quadratic upper bound of the
loss function. This specific approach would not work for the type of model we defined here.

6. Experiments
We did experiments on three data sets. The first data set consisted of concatenated handwritten
digits, the second data set contained marker positions from motion capture recordings and the third
data set sensor readings from a mobile robot. The last experiment also investigated the robustness
of the models when there were not only missing values in the test set but also in the train data.
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To compare our approach with generative methods, we also trained a Convolutional RBM with
the same energy function as the Convolutional Energy-Based Model all these data sets. Between
these two models, the training method is the only thing that makes them different. Furthermore, we
also trained a Recurrent Neural Network Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RNN-RBM; BoulangerLewandowski et al. 2012). This model is quite similar to the REBM as it also employs separate
sets of deterministic recurrent units and stochastic hidden units. The structure of the RNN-RBM
is the same as the architecture in Fig. 1b but the hidden units are connected to the next time step
instead of the current one and those connections are undirected. This makes it possible to use
Contrastive Divergence learning but also renders the model unable to incorporate future information
during inference because the information from the recurrent units is considered to be fixed. Training
a recurrent model that incorporates this kind of information with Contrastive Divergence would
require something like Hybrid Monte Carlo (Duane et al., 1987). Unfortunately, Hybrid Monte
Carlo requires careful tuning of the number and size of leap frog steps and is known to be less
efficient than block Gibbs sampling.
For the Energy-Based models we used the same inference procedure as during training. For
the Convolutional RBM and RNN-RBM we used mean-field iterations that were run until the MSE
changed less than a threshold of 10−5 . For the RNN-RBM this was done by initializing the missing
values of a single time step with the values of the corresponding dimensions at the previous timestep, running mean-field to update them, passing these new values through the recurrent neural
network and repeating this procedure for all remaining time-steps. This procedure proved to be
more accurate than Gibbs sampling which was originally used to generate sequences with this model
(Boulanger-Lewandowski et al., 2012).
6.1 Concatenated Handwritten Digits
To provide a qualitative assessment of the reconstruction abilities of the models, we used the USPS
handwritten digits data set (http://www.cs.nyu.edu/˜roweis/data/usps_all.mat). While the
task we trained the models on is of little practical use, visual inspection of the reconstructions allows
for an evaluation of the results that may be more insightful than just the mean squared error with
respect to the ground truth.
6.1.1 DATA
The USPS digits data set contains 8-bit grayscale 28 × 28 pixel images of the numbers ‘0’ through
‘9’. Each class has 1100 examples. To turn the data into a time-series task, we randomly permuted
the order of the digits and concatenated them horizontally. This sequence of 28 dimensional vectors
was split into a train set, a validation set and a test set that consisted of respectively 80% and two
times 10% of the data.
6.1.2 T RAINING
Good settings of the hyper parameters of the models were found with a random search2 over 500
points in the parameter space, followed by some manual fine-tuning to find the settings that led
to minimal error on the validation set. After this, the models were trained again on both the train
2. The set of hyper parameters included the variances of the Gaussian distributions from which initial weight matrices
were sampled, initial learning rates. The numbers of units in each layer were searched over in multiples of 50 up till
300 units.
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CEBM
REBM
DTBM
Conv. RBM
RNN-RBM

Inference iterations
3
5
15
N/A
N/A

Learning rate
.005
.001
.0005
.0005
1.8

Hidden units
300
50
500
300
100

Table 1: Parameter settings for training the models on the USPS data. The learning rates were
always divided by the lengths of the sequences during training.

and the validation data with these settings. Since the CEBM, DTBM and Convolutional RBM are
very parallel in nature, we used a GPU for their simulations. All models were trained for 100, 000
epochs on randomly selected mini batches of 100 frames. Linearly decaying learning rates were
used. Table 1 shows the settings of the hyper parameters. After some preliminary experimentation
we found that we got better results for the CEBM by initializing the biases of the hidden units at -2
to promote sparsity. We used a step size of .03 for the gradient descent inference algorithm of the
CEBM. The REBM had 200 recurrent units and we used a step size of .2 for the gradient descent
inference. The CEBM and the Convolutional RBM had a window size of 7 time frames. The RNNRBM had 200 recurrent units. Note that the best RNN-RBMs also had more hidden units than the
best performing REBMs.
The Convolutional RBM was trained with the Contrastive Divergence algorithm (CD; Hinton
2002). We found that we got better results with this model if we increased the number of CD
sampling steps over time. Initially a single CD step was used. After 20, 000 iterations this number
was increased to 5, after 50, 000 to 10 and after 75, 000 to 20. We did not find any benefits from
stimulating sparsity in this model. For the RNN-RBM we found that a fixed number of 5 CD
sampling steps gave the best results.
Missing values were generated as 20 square shaped gaps in every data sequence. The gaps were
positioned at uniformly sampled locations. The size of each square was uniformly sampled from
the set {1, 2, . . . , 8}. Fig. 3a shows an example of missing values that were generated this way for
six sequences. Fig. 3c shows an example of data that has been corrupted by this pattern of missing
values.
For this experiment, the Energy-Based Models that required missing values during training were
provided with missing values from the same distribution that was used to select them for evaluation.
To control for the random initialization of the parameters and the randomness induced by stochastic
gradient descent, we repeated every experiment 10 times.
6.1.3 R ESULTS
Quantitatively, the DTBM achieved the best performance as can be seen in Table 2. The CEBM and
REBM performed on a similar level, while the Convolutional RBM and the RNN-RBM performed
far worse. Fig. 3 shows how the models reconstructed six damaged sequences from the test data.
The reconstructions by the Convolutional RBM in Fig. 3g seem to be of a lower quality than those
from the other models and look more blurry. This is consistent with the MSE scores. However,
just looking at the MSE scores does not seem to give the full picture as the reconstructions of the
CEBM look more smeared out and blurry than those of the REBM even though the MSE scores
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CEBM
REBM
DTBM
Conv. RBM
RNN-RBM

Train
.48(.0082)
.47(.01)
.44(.011)
.66(.011)
.71(.0056)

Test
.49(.0089)
.48(.0067)
.45(.0088)
.66(.0085)
.73(.0062)

Table 2: Means and standard deviations of the results in mean squared error on the USPS data.

(a) Mask

(b) Original data

(c) Corrupted data

(d) CEBM

(e) REBM

(f) DTBM

(g) Conv. RBM

(h) RNN-RBM

Figure 3: Visual representations of the reconstruction of six sequences of handwritten digits. The
reconstructions are produced by the CEBM, the REBM, the DTBM, the Convolutional
RBM and the RNN-RBM.
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of these models are similar. The DTBM provided reconstructions that look similar in quality to
those of the REBM. The RNN-RBM has a very bad MSE score while its reconstructions look very
sharp when they are correct. Somehow, this model seems to be too sure in cases where it is not
able to fill in the data well. This may be due to the fact that the reconstructions are generated
on a frame-by frame basis while the deterministic models and the Convolutional RBM can update
their predictions from previous iterations. This causes bad predictions to be propagated and possibly
amplified. Unfortunately this problem is intrinsic to the choice to keep sampling tractable by treating
the recurrent mapping as fixed context information.
6.2 Motion Capture
For the second experiment we applied the models to a motion capture data set. In visual motion
capture, a camera records movements of a person wearing a special suit with bright markers attached
to it. These markers are later used to link the movements to a skeleton model. Missing values can
occur due to lightning effects or occlusion. Motion capture data is high dimensional and generated
by a non-linear process. This makes motion capture reconstruction an interesting task for evaluating
more complex models for missing value imputation.
In previous work (Taylor et al., 2007), a Conditional Restricted Boltzmann Machine (CRBM)
was trained to impute missing values in motion capture as well. For comparison we also train a
CRBM but note that a direct comparison of performance is not fair because the CRBM only uses
information from a fixed number of previous frames to make predictions.
6.2.1 DATA
The data consisted of three motion capture recordings from 17 marker positions represented as three
49-dimensional sequences of joint angles. The data was down sampled to 30Hz and the sequences
consisted of 3128, 438, and 260 frames. The first sequence was used for training, the second for
validation and the third for testing. The sequences were derived from a subject who was walking
and turning and come from the MIT data set provided by Eugene Hsu.3 The data was preprocessed
by Graham Taylor (Taylor et al., 2007) using parts of Neil Lawrence’s Motion Capture Toolbox.
6.2.2 T RAINING
Again, good settings of the hyper parameters of the models were found with a random search on the
parameter space, followed by some manual fine-tuning to find the settings that led to minimal error
on the validation set. The models were trained on mini batches of 140 frames. Table 3 shows the
hyper parameter settings of the models. Note that the best RNN-RBMs had again more hidden units
than the best REBMs. Additionally, the inference step sizes of the CEBM and the REBM were both
set to .2. The CEBM and the Convolutional RBM had a window size of 15 time frames. All models
were trained for 50, 000 iterations. The REBM had 200 recurrent units. To train the Convolutional
RBM, single iteration CD training was used during the first 10, 000 epochs. Five iterations of CD
were used during the remaining training epochs. The CRBM was trained with single iteration CD.
Finally, the RNN-RBM had 200 recurrent units and was trained with 5 CD iterations. All models
were trained for a total of 50, 000 epochs.
3. The data set can be found at http://people.csail.mit.edu/ehsu/work/sig05stf/.
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CEBM
REBM
DTBM
CRBM
Conv. RBM
RNN-RBM

Inference iterations
3
5
10
N/A
N/A
N/A

Learning rate
.5
.001
.002
.0001
.001
2.14

Hidden units
200
50
200
200
200
100

Table 3: Parameter settings for training the models on the motion capture data. The learning rate
values were divided by the lengths of the sequences during training.
The CEBM, REBM and DTBM were again trained by labeling random sets of dimensions as
missing. The number of missing dimensions was sampled uniformly. The specific dimensions were
then randomly selected without replacement. The duration of the data loss was sampled uniformly
between 60 and 125 frames. This adds some bias towards situations in which the same dimensions
are missing for a certain duration. This seems to be a sensible assumption in the case of motion
capture data and it is an advantage of the training method that it is possible to add this kind of information. To control for the influence of the randomly initialization of the parameters, we repeated
every experiment 10 times.
Finally, Nearest neighbour interpolation was done by selecting the frame from the train set with
minimal Euclidean distance to the test frame according to the observed dimensions. The distances
were computed in the normalized joint angle space.
6.2.3 E VALUATION
To evaluate the models, a set of dimensions was removed from the test data for a duration of 120
frames (4 seconds). This was done for either the markers of the left leg or the markers of the
whole upper body (everything above the hip). Because the offset of this gap was chosen randomly
and because the CRBM had a stochastic inference procedure, this process was repeated 500 times
to obtain average mean squared error values for both the train and the test data. Note that this
distribution of missing values was quite different from the one that was used during training.
The CRBM was used in a generative way by conditioning it on the samples it generated at the
previous time steps while clamping the observed values and only sampling those that were missing
as was done the work by Taylor et al. (2007). Preliminary results showed that this led to similar
results to the use of mean-field or minimization of the model’s free energy to do inference.
6.2.4 R ESULTS
Table 4 shows the mean squared error between the reconstructed dimensions of the data and their
actual values. The convolutional and recurrent models clearly outperform the CRBM and nearest
neighbour interpolation on the reconstruction of the left leg. The CEBM and the DTBM have the
best performance but a comparison of the train and test error scores suggests that the REBM might
display better generalization properties. The CRBM seems to suffer most from overfitting. The
results of the Convolutional RBM are only slightly worse than the CEBM and better than those of
the REBM for the reconstruction of the left leg, but far worse for the upper body where a greater
number of variables were missing. The RNN-RBM performed similar to the Convolutional RBM
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CEBM
REBM
DTBM
CRBM
Conv. RBM
RNN-RBM
Nearest neighb.

Left leg
Train
Test
.18(.0036) .29(.011)
.22(.0047) .33(.017)
.17(.0069) .28(.017)
.25(.0036) .44(.014)
.16(.0038) .36(.027)
.18(.0055) .36(.023)
N/A
.45

Upper body
Train
Test
.47(.023) .46(.017)
.47(.014) .42(.014)
.43(.021) .45(.011)
.51(.023) .49(.0065)
.48(.015) .68(.035)
.45(.017) .60(.055)
N/A
.76

Table 4: Means and standard deviations of the results in mean squared error on the motion capture
data.

Figure 4: Plots of two dimensions reconstructed by the DTBM next to the actual data. For this
sequence the markers of the left leg were missing in the region between the vertical striped
lines.

when reconstructing the markers of the missing leg. It performed slightly better at reconstructing the
missing upper body than the Convolutional RBM but still a lot worse than the three deterministic
models. Fig. 4 shows plots of the predictions made by the DTBM for two of the markers for a
sequence from the test data.

6.3 Missing Training Data
So far, all experiments were done by training on data without actual missing values; values were only
truly unknown during testing. In practice, a useful model for missing value imputation should also
be able to deal with actual missing values in the train set. For generative models, missing values
in the train data shouldn’t pose a problem because they can be marginalized out. For intractable
models like RBMs however, this marginalization can easily become infeasible. For the models we
proposed in this paper, missing values in the train data are easily dealt with. During training, the
energy is optimized with respect to both the variables for which no ground truth value is available
and those that have artificially been labelled as missing. The loss however, is only computed for the
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CEBM
REBM
DTBM
Conv. RBM
RNN-RBM

Inference iterations
3
3
5
N/A
N/A

Learning rate
.65
.0007
.002
.00012
.15

Hidden units
300
100
300
300
50

Table 5: Parameter settings for training the models on the robot data. The learning rates were always
divided by the lengths of the sequences during training.
artificially created missing values for which the ground truth is known. A very similar method has
been used in earlier work to train neural networks for classification when missing values are present
(Bengio and Gingras, 1996).
To see how well our models deal with missing training data, we conducted an additional series
of experiments.
6.3.1 DATA
The data we used to investigate the effect of missing training data consists of the measurements
of the 24 ultrasound sensors of a SCITOS G5 robot navigating a room (Freire et al., 2009; Frank
and Asuncion, 2010). The 5456 sensor readings were sampled at a rate of 9Hz and the robot was
following the wall of the room in a clockwise direction, making four trips around the room. We
used 80% of the data for training and split the remaining 20% up in a validation set and a test set.
6.3.2 T RAINING
In the first experiment, we trained the models on fully intact training data to get an estimate of the
optimal performance the models could achieve on it. In this experiment we also compare the results
with those of the Convolutional RBM and the RNN-RBM. In the second experiment, we generated
a mask for the whole train set. The mask was divided in regions of 100 frames and at each of these
regions a randomly selected set of dimensions was labelled as missing. To train the models, we
selected random batches of 100 frames from the train data and selected another set of variables as
missing that were not already truly missing in the data. This way, the models never had access to
the values that were labelled as missing by the training data mask. To investigate the robustness of
the models, we varied the amount of data that was damaged in the train set. In both experiments, the
number of dimensions that we pretended to be missing in order to train the models was uniformly
sampled from {1, . . . , 5}. All models were trained for 100, 000 epochs.
The hyper parameter settings were obtained in the same way as in the previous experiments
and are displayed in Table 5. Additionally, the Convolutional RBM and CEBM had a window
size of 5 and the REBM had 200 recurrent units. The step sizes for the CEBM and REBM were
respectively .016 and .7. The CEBM and the Convolutional RBM had a window size of 5 time
frames. The Convolutional RBM was trained with the same Contrastive Divergence scheme as in
the handwritten digits experiment. The RNN-RBM had 250 recurrent units and was trained with
5 iterations of Contrastive Divergence. Somehow the best performing RNN-RBMs had this time
fewer hidden units than the best performing REBMs. We used these settings for all the experiments,
regardless of the number of missing training dimensions.
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CEBM
REBM
DTBM
Conv. RBM
RNN-RBM

Train
.27
.41
.29
.53
.38

Test
.43
.39
.34
.47
.54

Table 6: Results in mean squared error on the wall robot data without missing dimensions during
training.

Figure 5: Mean square error as a function of the number of missing dimensions in the train data.
6.3.3 R ESULTS
Table 6 shows the results for the experiment without missing train data. The DTBM had the best
performance, followed by the REBM, the CEBM, the Convolutional RBM, and the RNN-RBM
respectively. Surprisingly, the CEBM has a far better score on the train data than the REBM while
its test error is higher. This seems to be a sign of overfitting. The REBM is probably slightly
underfitting as its training error was even a little bit higher than its test error. The RNN-RBM
obtained a slightly better score on the train data than the REBM but performed a lot worse on the
test set.
Fig. 5 shows the error scores for the three energy-based models as a function of the number of
missing input dimensions. Obviously, as more dimensions are missing, there is less data available to
train on and the error scores of all the models are rising. For the DTBM and REBM, the error seems
to increase at a modest pace initially and when just a single value is missing, the performance is
similar to the first experiment. The CEBM has more trouble with missing values and is not learning
to reconstruct the data well any more after about 10 dimensions are missing. We interpret these
results as an upper bound on the error scores one could potentially achieve by doing more extensive
hyper parameter tuning for each individual level of data corruption.

7. Discussion
In all the experiments we did, the discriminatively trained models outperformed the baseline methods. The most interesting result is that the CEBM often performed much better than the Convolu2790
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tional RBM. This indicates that our training strategy is more suited for missing value imputation
than the Contrastive Divergence algorithm. The REBM also outperformed the RNN-RBM. While
this comparison is less valid because the two models are not entirely the same, it still suggests that
our training method also works better for recurrent architectures. The DTBM outperformed all other
methods in all of the experiments except for reconstructing the upper body markers of the motion
capture data set where the REBM performed better. Given that it is also the easiest model to implement and relatively computationally efficient compared to the other models, this model seems to be
the most promising candidate for practical applications.
We didn’t show that our method outperforms maximum likelihood learning because Contrastive
Divergence is not optimizing the actual likelihood of the model. However, it seems to be the most
popular method for training these kind of models when true maximum likelihood learning is intractable. We actually suspect that, compared to other approximate maximum likelihood methods,
Contrastive Divergence is still one of the best candidates for missing value imputation because it
optimizes the energy landscape locally by pushing up wrong predictions that are near the data itself.
When the number of missing values is not too large, inference would start near one of the regions
in which the energy landscape has a shape that promotes good predictions. When the number of
missing values is too high however, the inference algorithm might start in a region that was not
explicitly shaped by the learning algorithm because it was too far away from the data. This might
explain the bad performance of the Convolutional RBM when the whole upper body was missing
in the motion capture task. The CRBM and (to a lesser extent) the RNN-RBM were more robust in
this situation.
7.1 Relation to Other Models
As mentioned before, our training algorithm is based on the work by Domke (2011) with the main
difference that we optimize a loss function that only considers a subset of the data variables. Except for the CEBM, our models also have a far more complicated structure and we think that the
discriminative training methods are not just more computationally efficient but actually allow us to
train models that would otherwise be very difficult to train at all.
Our work is also related to the training of Dynamical Factor Graphs (DFG; Mirowski and LeCun
2009). DFGs are used as generative models, but the way they are trained is more similar to the
energy-based learning framework. The types of DFGs that have been studied so far are similar to
our REBM model in that they employ both recurrent connections and latent variables. An important
difference is that in the REBM the latent variables are not involved in the recurrent part of the model.
By constraining the latent states of a DFG to operate under Gaussian noise with fixed covariance,
the partition function of the model becomes constant so that a minimization of the energy for a
certain state will automatically push up the energy values of all other possible states. The model is
not fully probabilistic as it aims to align its maximum a posteriori hidden states with the observed
data instead of the sum over all their possible values.
Inference for missing values in DFGs is done with gradient descent to find the minimum energy
latent state sequence, ignoring the missing values in the gradient computations. Subsequently, the
missing values are predicted as a function of this latent state sequence. There are a couple of
important differences with our approach:
• Our models don’t aim to provide generative models of the data.
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• The CEBM and REBM models use only a limited number of gradient descent updates while
for DFGs this minimization is run until convergence.
• In the CEBM and REBM, energy minimization only takes place with respect to the missing
values and not with respect to the latent variables which are marginalized out analytically.
It seems that some of the ideas behind DFGs are orthogonal to our approaches and may be combined
to design new interesting models.
Recently, a generative model called NADE (Larochelle and Murray, 2011) was proposed in
which the mean-field algorithm inspired a model similar to the Restricted Boltzmann Machine (Freund and Haussler, 1994; Hinton, 2002), but with a tractable inference algorithm. In this model, a
single iteration of mean-field is used to approximate a set of conditional distributions that are combined into a generative model. Our mean-field based model is substantially different in that it doesn’t
try to learn a joint distribution over all the variables and that mean-field is also used to estimate the
influence of connections between the hidden variables. NADE has been combined with a recurrent
neural network to construct a sequential model for note patterns in music (Boulanger-Lewandowski
et al., 2012). This model is practically the same as the RNN-RBM we used as a baseline but with
the RBM replaced by the NADE model. To our knowledge, NADE has not been applied to continuous data yet, unlike the Recurrent Temporal Restricted Boltzmann Machine (Sutskever et al., 2008),
which is more similar to the RNN-RBM.
Adding artificial corruption to the data and training a model to reconstruct it is similar to the
way denoising autoencoders are trained (Vincent et al., 2008). The most important difference is that
our models only focus on recovery of the missing values given the observed variables and not on
reconstructing both.
The way the DTBM model dealt with missing training data in Section 6.3, is very similar to a
method for dealing with missing values in neural networks that was presented more than a decade
ago (Bengio and Gingras, 1996). In this method, missing values are also filled in by updating them
as if they are part of a recurrent neural network. An important difference with our work is that in
the work by Bengio and Gingras (1996) the goal was not to predict the missing values themselves,
but to perform better on classification tasks when missing values in the inputs are present.
It turns out that the architecture of the DTBM has also been proposed for learning to discriminate
between sequences (Williams and Hinton, 1991). In this work, a version of the mean field algorithm
that is inspired by simulated annealing is ran until convergence and the training algorithm aims
to maximize the lower bound on the likelihood for one class of sequences, while lowering it for
the remaining classes. Running mean-field iterations until convergence can make training very
inefficient so it might be interesting to see how backpropagation through mean-field performs for
tasks of this type.
7.2 Limitations
A downside of our models is that they can take quite long to train. For the CEBM and the DTBM,
this problem can be alleviated by using GPU parallelization but unfortunately this is not possible
for the REBM. It would probably not have been feasible to train this model with a more generic
approach in which the energy optimization would have to be executed until convergence for every
training sample during training. However, once training is done, inference for new sequences of
data is quite fast. The models took far less time to evaluate than the Convolutional RBM for which
mean-field had to be run until convergence to make predictions.
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Another downside of our approach is that it introduces new hyper parameters to tune. These
are the number of inference iterations and for the CEBM and the REBM also the step size of the
gradient descent algorithm. Because of this, we found it easier to find good settings for the DTBM
than for the CEBM and REBM. This problem could be solved to some extent by using an optimizer
for inference in the CEBM and the REBM that doesn’t need a step size parameter. LBFGS has
been shown to work quite well for optimization based inference (Domke, 2011) but is a lot more
complicated to implement.
The REBM was the most difficult model to train even though it sometimes performed better
than the CEBM. It seems to be more sensitive to the initial hyper parameter settings than the other
models. As more hidden units were used, these models became more difficult to optimize and this
explains why the optimal number of hidden units was generally lower than for the other models. We
think this problem occurs because the energy gradient is computed with backpropagation through
time over relatively long sequences. The gradients of recurrent neural networks are known to be
prone to exponential growth or decay and a single bad gradient can lead to a divergence of the
learning algorithm. Larger numbers of hidden units tend to lead to larger values in the gradients,
making problematic weight updates more frequent. In preliminary results we found that this problem can be solved to some extent by normalizing the loss gradient before updating the weights. The
DTBM might suffer less from this problem because the number of backpropagation steps that are
used is smaller.
Since the number of mean-field iterations of the DTBM is directly related to the length of the
temporal dependencies it can model, it might not be very suitable for problems in which these
dependencies are very long. That being said, this model benefits a lot from parallel computing
machinery like GPUs. As the performance of parallel computing hardware increases, the computational time required to model dependencies that are as long as the sequence itself might become
more comparable to simulating a regular recurrent neural network. It remains to be seen what kind
of effect this has on the quality of the computed gradients.
7.3 Conclusion
We presented a strategy for training models for missing value imputation in high dimensional timeseries. The three models we proposed showed promising performance on concatenated digits inpainting, missing marker restoration for motion capture and imputation of values for robot sensors.
Our training methods appear to be more suitable for missing value imputation than Contrastive Divergence learning, given similar model architectures. Furthermore, the models could also handle
missing values in the training data itself and seem to be relatively robust to these corruptions.
Future work should investigate the performance of different inference methods. Interesting
candidates would be variants of loopy belief propagation, expectation propagation and structured
mean-field. It would also be interesting to see if models of this type can be designed for other task
domains like image inpainting.
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